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Track adjustment at Alligt velomobiles
This manual explains how the track of velomobiles by Alligt (Alleweder, Sunrider, WAW) is
adjusted. Principally, the procedures are the same with many other velomobiles.

Why must the track be adjusted?
Rolling straight, the front wheel must stand parallely. If this is not the case, the rolling
resistance will increase and the tyres will rub over the driving surface. Thus more effort is
needed to move forward and the abrasive wear of the tyres is higher.

Where is the track adjusted?
Looking at the attachment of the front wheels, you can see three threaded rods with ball
couplings at their ends. Two of these rods connect the wheel attachment rigidly with the
frame. The remaining rod is moved by the steering. This last rod must be lengthened or
shortened by turning the ball couplings. Hence the wheels will move closer together or wider
apart in the front.

What has to be done to adjust the track?
The ball couplings have to be released, rotated on the threaded rod and subsequently be
fastened again.

Abb. 1: Ball coupling of the track
rod. The ball coupling is locked by a
nut.

Abb. 2: First, this lock nut must be
released.

Abb. 3: Always hold the ball
coupling when releasing or fastening
the lock nut.

Abb. 4: Swing open the ball
coupling.

Abb. 5: Remove splint pin.

Abb. 6: Store splint pin well.
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Now the ball coupling can be rotated on the treaded rod
(rotate inwards to move the front wheels closer to each
other, rotate outwards to move them wider apart from
each other).

Abb. 7: Release the ball coupling.

Subsequently, the ball couplings are fastened in reverse
order (Attach ball coupling, insert splint pin, turn splint
pin down, tighten lock nut).

How is the track measured?
Basically, there are two techniques for this:
1. the measuring method
2. the roll-out test.
With the measuring method you will check whether the front wheels stand parallely to each
other. With the roll-out test, you will determin the adjustment which yields the longest rolling
distance of the velomobile going down a hill.
Both methods should be applied with the person on board which will subsequently drive the
velomobile most often.

1. measuring method
There are numerous methods of testing whether the wheels are standing parallely to each
other. A measuring gauge is an easy possibility for this:

Abb. 8: Alligt measuring gauge (and
foldgin rule).

Abb. 11: Measure the distance
between gauge and rim at the rear
position and...

Abb. 9: Adjust velomobile with the
front wheels centred on the gauge.

Abb. 12: at the front position. The
first wheel should stand parallely to
the gauge.

Abb. 10: Appoint steering to
"straight".

Afte the fist wheel stands
parallely to the gauge, the
other wheel is adjusted
parellely to the gauge as well
by adjusting the ball
couplings of the track rod.
Caution: Frequently, rims
are not straight. Thus
measure repeatedly, turning
the wheel in between
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2. Roll-out test
For this you will need an appropriate hill with a sufficiently long roll-out track. Apply test on
a windless day.
On the slope of a hill with uniform road surface, a starting point is marked. From here, the
rider lets his velomobile roll down the hill without any steering movements. Do not brake!
Mark the point where the velomobile finally stops. Repeat this procedure a couple of times.
Now the track setting is varied by turning the ball couplings and subsequently a new roll-out
test is performed.
If the velomobile rolls a longer distance after varying the track, vary it in the same way as
before. If it rolls a shorter distance than before, vary it in the opposite way.
Keep on adjusting until you realise the longest roll-out distance.

